
Enriching. Engaging. Effective.

Did your students ever wished to
be their own boss? Or maybe
they're natural inventors looking to
turn those ideas into a career?
The Build your own Business Virtual
Field Trip is designed for learners
to explore their ideas, how those
might turn into a business and start
putting their ideas into action. 

Become a filmmaker

Our highly engaging Virtual Field Trips give your students
the opportunity to explore and learn various future-proof
skills. Led by experienced teachers and curriculum-aligned.
Suitable for 9th - 12th graders.

Build your own business

Making a stop motion movie
isn't as difficult as you think. In
this virtual field trip, learners
will explore and master various
skills in English and Language
Arts while doing a fun DIY
filmmaking project.
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Virtual Field Trip

6 sessions

5 sessions



Why should you try our Virtual Field Trips?
Virtual field trips are not limited by distance and are more
cost-effective than in-person field trips. There is no need for
transportation, decrease lost instruction time spent on travel,
and have fewer safety concerns. ExoDexa's field trips are
taken place in game worlds that high school students love.
When your students are engaged, that's when the real
learning happens.

We adapt project-based
learning (PBL) in all our virtual
field trips. Your students will
learn the basic knowledge
around a specific topic, practice
what they have learnt through
experiments and build a final
product by the end of the each
field trip. It's fun, interactive and
highly engaging.

Our concept
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No class preparation

No active teaching

Highly engaging

Cost-effective Time-saving



What did other teachers say about
ExoDexa?
It was a wonderful experience working with [the
ExoDexa] team. My students had a great time learning
about stop motion and going through each step of
their story telling sequence. I enjoyed every moment
of it, my students learned and were engaged
throughout the whole process.I recommend this
program, as it gives students the ability to apply and
develop their skills in a fun and engaging way.

- Maylin Lusk, 7/8th grade Teacher

Get in touch with us to
receive more information
about our Virtual Field Trips.

info@exodexa.com

Interested?

 
 

Four Embarcadero Center, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94111, USA
www.exodexa.com


